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Proven to help with potty training!This engaging and sweet, funny lift-the-flap book shows children

that all creatures have a place to poop: tigers in the jungle, kangaroos in the outback, and monkeys

in the rain forest.With the aid of this playful book, your child will see that he or she has a place to

poop, too. While reinforcing the concept of toilet training,Ã‚Â Where's the Poop?Ã‚Â gives children

the confidence they need.For each animal, there areÃ‚Â three flaps. On the tiger spread, for

example, the tiger says, "My playful cub, did you make a poop?" "Yes, Daddy," replies the cub. "And

now I feel much better." The child lifts the flaps and sees mommy tiger in a smimming hole, then his

playful big brothers...and with the third flap, "There's the poop!"
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This engaging lift-the-flap book shows children that all creatures have a place to poop: tigers in the

jungle, kangaroos in the outback, and monkeys in the rain forest. With the aid of this playful book,

your child will see that he or she has a place to poop, too. While reinforcing the concept of toilet

training, Where's the Poop? gives children the confidence they need. This engaging lift-the-flap

book shows children that all creatures have a place to poop: tigers in the jungle, kangaroos in the

outback, and monkeys in the rain forest.
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This is a fun interactive potty training book that my toddler enjoys. I like to set him with it on the potty

to give him some time to go poop, however, I fear it has worked too well. When I came bak to the

bathroom he did poop without a diaper... See pic.

My 2 1/2 yo granddaughter loves this book! i got it for her about 2 weeks ago because we were

struggling with her going #2 on the potty and we were getting desperate trying to think of something

that might help convince her. She's been going #1 on the potty for probably 3 months now but

refused to do the other no matter how much we encouraged her to do it and having to clean up

poopy panties daily was becoming quite tiresome. As soon as this book came, we read it together

and she loved the lift-up flaps hiding pictures and trying to guess "where's the poop?". And, no

kidding, after reading it 2-3 times the first day we got it, she has not pooped in her paints since! The

very last page is of a little girl sitting on the potty and you can "shut" the door so she has some

privacy and that's her favorite page. Now she tells us when she has to go and she gets this book to

take with her and "reads" it while she sits. This book absolutely did the trick and I'm so excited that

we're now going into our 3rd week of being 100% potty trained!!

My son likes this book and it came recommended by an early childhood teacher. My only complaint

is that the poop is always in the same spot when you turn the pages and lift the flaps so it's not very

challenging to find. Aside from this, it's an ok book as you try to potty train your child. As a parent, I

sometimes have to remind myself that it's more important that my son likes the book than if I like it.

So while I'm not impressed with the poop location always being in the same area, my 2 year old

hasn't seemed to notice just yet and he really likes to life the flaps to find it, thus the book gets 5

stars.

This is a very weird book. Let's hope my kid doesn't start pooping outside like an animal. Each page

has a different animal family and the child must lift thd flap to find the poop. Im serious, its weird.

How does this help my child with potty training? All it teaches is that animals poop outside! Let's



hope she doesn't pop a squat and poop like a bear does outside!

I love this book! My 2-year old is potty training and is reluctant to poop in the potty. This book has

been great for stimulating her interest in it. The illustrations of different animal mommies and

daddies and their babies are gorgeous and the little peek-a-boo flaps clever. Behind some of the

flaps are poops and behind others there are fun surprises like animals and waterfalls. She enjoys

opening all of them but her favorite is of course finding the poop. Sure it's one of those topics not

discussed in polite conversation but kids who are potty training really benefit from this kind of "out in

the open" talk of pooping as a natural process that everyone goes through. There are far too few

books that address this. I have over a dozen "potty books" but all they really talk about is peeing, or,

if going poop is even mentioned it's glossed over. I like how they show a human child goes poop

too, along with the animal babies.But more importantly, my daughter loves to read it...it's one of her

favorite books. She gets to read 3 stories before bed and many nights she just wants this book,

repeated twice!Full disclosure: I can't say that it has helped with convincing her to go #2 in the potty,

but she is at least excited about the topic and talks opening and excitedly about it now.If it wasn't

such a "delicate" topic I'd give this book to every mom and dad of a two year old!

This is a delightful book with the flaps, etc. - but not a durable board book for an 18+ month toddler

to read on his own. Story time is not limited to bedtime - so he often has his head in a book.Book #4

is part of our gradual introduction to the potty - and a completely different take on the process than

the first three. This was chosen to add a different perspective and remove any pressure brought

with the first three books - a little levity and diversion.Mom unrealistically wants him trained

yesterday. We hope the series works. If by age 2, he is not showing signs of response from the first

four books selected - we have more on the wish list - just in case!

Why is the poop in the same spot on every page? My daughter bored of it easily for this reason.

Also, some of the wording in this book is odd ("do you have to make a poop?" Is not language we

ever use at home).

This book is so stinking cute! My potty training 2 year old loves wild animals. And he loves

flip/activity books. This is those 2 combined. After reading this book to him at the potty, he shortly

pooped in the potty for the first time! It's a cute way of showing that even animals poop and so

should he but of course in the potty.
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